If you do not know who your assigned GSL is, you may email mmb9972@mavs.uta.edu.

GSLs serve as advocates and communication facilitators for MSW students, fielding concerns, please contact me.

As the GSL for the Advanced Mental Health/Substance Misuse and Advanced Aging and Advanced Health courses, I work with students who are facing crises and need help accessing university and community resources. This section is focused on your mental health, and I want to encourage you to take care of your mental well-being. Therefore, always remember to take a mental health day. It is important to rest your mind and listen to you without judgement.

What about your mental health? What is important to you? Is it passing all classes? Taking five to six classes? Staying up all night to study a major test? Passing classes with all A's?

According to the Texas LCDC Licensing 2021 PDF for a chart that shows how different education courses taken outside of UTA can be applied toward licensure in the Student Field. The InPlace fee is $67 per year or $130 for a lifetime. Each student will need to plan to use the new InPlace fee on the first day of class for that semester they are starting to pay the InPlace fee on the first day of class for that semester they are starting. The InPlace fee is $67 per year or $130 for a lifetime. Each student will need to plan.

Are Your Clothes Ethically Sourced?

We all wear clothes, right? (I sure hope so) Well have you ever thought about where your clothes come from? And I do not mean your favorite store in the mall; I mean, where do the people who create the clothes in our closets.

Clothing manufacturing in some countries is quite labor-intensive and sometimes results in conditions that are less than ideal. In a recent news article published in Business Insider, Marcus and Other Brands Were Buying Clothes From a 'Sweatshop' That Paid Just $1.58.

The Act aims to enforce minimum wage standards and protect US clothing factory workers. If you are someone who feels passionate about social justice issues experienced by the laboring class and see an issue with the numbers mentioned above, then you may wish to advocate for this issue. One way you can do so is by signing the petition for The Fabric Act.

Click here to read more about The Fabric Act & sign the petition. According to the fashion industry, 17.5 million children work in clothing factories and are paid $1-2 per hour. Therefore, always remember to take a mental health day. It is important to rest your mind, and listen to some of your favorite music.
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